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Abstract—Bahasa Indonesia is used by about 263 million people in the world but it is classified as an under-resourced language. The problem of clickbait in news analysis has gained attention in recent years. However, for Indonesian, there is still a lack of resources for clickbait tasks. Clickbait attracts the attention of readers, even though the content is not informative and misleading. The imbalance of the clickbait dataset means unequal distribution of classes within the dataset which affects the classification result. In this research, focal loss is proposed to improve classification accuracy without reducing the number of original data. Normally, clickbait data are separated into two classes, namely clickbait, and non-clickbait. However, some titles are difficult to categorize, even by humans. Therefore, this study categorizes the titles into three categories, namely clickbait, non-clickbait, and gray-clickbait. The proposed method achieves an accuracy of 93.4% in the classification of two classes, which is better than previous studies. However, the proposed method achieves an accuracy of 73.3% in the classification of three classes. Our research shows a high similarity between gray-clickbait and clickbait data, making classification more challenging. On the other hand, the use of titles on three categorizations in clickbait is not enough to provide better classification performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this era of the internet, everyone can easily access news online. The large population, especially the Indonesian, is the target of content publishers to generate advertising revenue using clickbait news titles. Indonesia itself is one of the ten most internet user countries in the world [1–3]. Bahasa Indonesia is used by about 263 million people in the world but it is classified as an under-resourced language. Bahasa Indonesia is still categorized as under-resourced language because the development itself in electronic media is still rare [4].

Clickbait news offers a stunning impression and usually uses hyperbole or exaggerated title. Clickbait headlines have an emphasis on intent. Research states that accessing news with clickbait titles gives readers disappointment because the content is different from the title [5]. However, clickbait news content is not a hoax [6]. Clickbait titles can cause misinformation for internet users who only read the title without reading the news content. Some problems can occur when misinformation turns into a hoax [7].

In a previous study, William and Sari created an Indonesian clickbait dataset containing a collection of news titles that have been classified as clickbait and non-clickbait [8]. Our research uses the dataset created by them. William and Sari used CNN and Bi-LSTM methods in their research. CNN and Bi-LSTM methods provide a relatively low accuracy, which is only about 70% [8]. This happens because several factors, such as Indonesian data structures have multiple meanings, such as “bias” (capable) or “bisa” (poison). Words with multiple meanings affect the classification results [9]. The BERT method can answer this problem. The BERT method uses words and sentences to distinguish the context of words in a sentence. Based on [9], BERT is better than Bi-LSTM, especially on large datasets.

The imbalanced dataset is also the cause of the low accuracy. Fakhruzzaman et al. solved the problem of data imbalance by using the under-sampling method, which eliminated a large number of non-clickbait datasets (datasets with a larger number) [9]. It is not appropriate to remove a large number of non-clickbait datasets because it can eliminate important information [10]. The focal loss method was proposed in this research to overcome the problem of dataset imbalance so as not to eliminate a large number of non-clickbait datasets.

There are also data on clickbait and non-clickbait that are difficult to define by humans, so in this study, we separate the categories into three classes, namely clickbait, non-clickbait, and gray-clickbait. Gray-clickbait itself is data that did not receive complete approval at the time of data validation. In the dataset created by William and Sari [8], gray-clickbait can be found in the Doesn’t Agree category. These three classes or labels can show more profound and accurate classification results than previous studies, especially in [8, 9]. As mentioned before, clickbait is a form of advertising. However, clickbait isn’t always false or harmful. Clickbait isn’t necessarily bad and many of them offers useful
information [6]. In this research, we call this kind of
clickbait as gray-clickbait. This means gray-clickbait has
strong background for real-world use cases. Gray-
clickbait will open a new fresh path in clickbait detection
and information filtering.

The objective of this research is to test the
effectiveness of the proposed method in clickbait
detection, which can be compared with the methods of
previous research and to develop better understanding of
the use of three classes in clickbait detection, which is
based on the author’s knowledge is the first time this has
been done. In the following parts of the paper, we
introduce related work, summarize the theory, and
provide an overview of the methods for clickbait
detection in Section II. Toward Section III, we describe
the proposed method. We describe the setups and results
of the case study in Section IV, while Section V discusses
our summaries and conclusions.

II. RELATED WORKS

Bahasa Indonesia, a standardized version of Malay, is
the sixth most widely spoken language in the world. The
spoken system similar to Malay and the written system is
refer to Roman alphabet system. However, it is classified
into an under-resourced language. Under-resourced
language lacks of a unique writing system or stable
orthography, limited presence on the web, lack of
linguistic expertise, or lack of electronic resources for
speech and language. In this case, Bahasa Indonesia is
still categorized as under-resourced language because the
development itself in electronic media is still rare [4].

Nowadays, clickbait is used by various media to attract
internet users [11]. The use of clickbait has proven to
increase ad revenue results. Clickbait news offers a
stunning impression and usually has a hyperbole or
exaggerated title [12]. Signs like “!”?, “?”, informal words
which are hyperbole often appear in clickbait writing.
Unfortunately, clickbait creates information problems
that are detrimental to internet users. Clickbait titles gives
readers disappointment because the content is different
from the title. Moreover, clickbait titles can cause
misinformation and turns into a hoax [13–16].

Based on previous studies, machine learning is a key
for solving the problem, namely by detecting clickbait or
non-clickbait [8, 9]. However, some data are difficult to
categorize, even by human. William and Sari tries to cope
with this problem by removing large numbers of data
using validation process [8]. However, Fakhruzzaman et al. noted this problem but failed to give
satisfactory answer. The reason is the data itself has
different features than clickbait or non-clickbait [9].
Hence, the use of three classes, gray-clickbait, is needed in classification [9, 17].

LSTM and Bi-LSTM are capable of learning order
dependence in sequence prediction problems. However,
Bahasa Indonesia have double meaning in its structure.
LSTM and Bi-LSTM can’t resolve this kind of problem.
Devlin et al. shows BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers) as modelling
language and BERT has proven to outperform the other
languages modelling [18]. In previous research by
Fakhruzzaman et al. [9], BERT was proven to overcome
the problem of word ambiguity in Indonesian. BERT
works by understanding the context of a sentence by
using a masked language model and Next Sentence Pre-
diction [18]. BERT randomly takes words in a sentence
and changes them to [mask] in the masked language
model. In Next Sentence Prediction, BERT takes two
sentences and determines the relationship between these
two sentences. These works allow BERT to understand
the context of a sentence. In this case, BERT works as
feature extraction.

The imbalanced dataset is generally solved in two
ways, namely cost-sensitive learning and re-sampling
methods. In the previous research of [9] solved the
problem of data imbalance by using the under-sampling
method. However, this method can eliminate large
amounts of data which can cause the data to be
monotonous. Therefore, cost-sensitive learning is
proposed to answer these problems. Cost-sensitive
learning works by applying a loss function with different
weights for each class. Focal loss as a loss function is
proposed to deal with imbalanced class problems [10].
The loss function works by evaluating how well the
model is used. If the prediction results deviate far, the
loss function will have a high value, while if the
prediction is suitable or appropriate, the loss function
will have a low value. Therefore, we adopted the concept and
the stages for our experiment to increase accuracy.

Generally, the results of pre-trained model are
excellent. The research of [9] use BERT with this
approach [9]. However, fine-tuning BERT can be done to
find better accuracy results in the classification. Fine-
tuning BERT is done with backward propagation to find
a more suitable weight so that the results of the neural
network classification become better [18].

SVM, Random Forest, and Decision Tree has been
used as baseline model for many classifications task.
SVM, Random Forest, and Decision Tree have been
proven to give good accuracy result in classification.
Neural Network is a method used in deep learning.

Anand, Chakraborty, and Park [19] has compared the
use of neural networks with baseline methods such as
SVM, Random Forest, and Decision Tree, where the use
of neural networks has been shown to outperform the
results of the baseline method. Neural networks consist of
neurons. Connections between these neurons are called
weights, and biases are connected to each neuron. Neural
Network distinguishes between input, hidden, and output
layers. Moving forward through the network is called a
forward pass. Neural Network iteratively uses a formula
to calculate each neuron in the next layer until Neural
Network gets an output. Given the result of output,
Neural Network goes back and adjusts the weights and
biases to optimize the loss function. This is called a
backward pass. Backward pass essentially tries to adjust
the whole neural network to optimize the output value. In
a sense, Neural Network keeps optimizing the output
result by running through new observations from the
data set [17–19].
III. METHOD

A. Scheme

In this section, we will explain the methodology and the process steps that will be done in the research. The purpose of our research is to study the effectiveness of the proposed method for clickbait detection of Indonesia online news headlines. The proposed method is compared with previous research to see the effectiveness of result. The scheme is shown in Fig. 1. BERT is used as word embeddings or feature extraction of the dataset. We use cross-fold validation, where the value of k is five. We use Neural Network with focal loss for classification. Focal loss is used as weighting scheme to cope with the problem of imbalance classes. For better accuracy, the model is fine-tuned by changing the hyperparameters on the neural network. Confusion Matrix is used for evaluation. We explain them with more details in next points.

B. Dataset

This study uses a public dataset in the form of a collection of online news titles, where this dataset is obtained from Mendeley Data [8]. Fig. 2 Shows the framework figure of [8]. The dataset consists of news titles from 12 online local news, namely detikNews, Fimela, Kapanlagi, Kompas, Liputan6, Okezone, Posmetro Medan, Republika, Sindonews, Tempo, Tribunnews, and Wowkeren. The data validation was carried out by three annotators or examiners fluent in Indonesian. The test is carried out based on the title of the news article. The majority of the three examiners` opinions are then considered groundtruth. The study results created three types of datasets, namely the dataset with the main code, the dataset with the All Agree (AG) code, and the dataset with the Doesn’t Agree code.

The dataset with the code All Agree (AG) contains a dataset that all three examiners approved in the validation process. The code Doesn’t Agree dataset is a collection of data wherein the validation process has difficulty determining the data as clickbait or non-clickbait, namely, where one examiner classifies the data as clickbait and the other two examiners classify the data as non-clickbait. The dataset with the main code contains a combination of the All Agree and Doesn’t Agree codes.

Data with code Main and All Agree is used for classification (Bi-LSTM & CNN). Confusion Matrix is used to measure the classification results. The research of only used Accuracy as the value of measurement.

In this study, three experiments were conducted with different data. The first experiment uses the code AG (All-Agree) and the Main dataset. In this experiment, the research’s method of [8] was used to compare the proposed method, BERT with focal loss. This experiment has two classes, namely clickbait and non-clickbait.

The second experiment uses the AG dataset with two classes, namely clickbait and non-clickbait. Fakhruzzaman et al. used as a comparison or comparison in this Experiment [9]. The third experiment uses the AG dataset and the Doesn’t Agree dataset, which was coded Gray in this study. In this experiment, classes are broken down into clickbait, non-clickbait, and gray-clickbait. The gray-clickbait data is obtained from the Doesn’t Agree code.

The total amount of data used in this study is data with clickbait classes amounting to 3,316, data with non-clickbait classes amounting to 5,297, and data with gray-clickbait classes amounting to 6,387. The total data used in this study is 15,000 data.

C. K-Fold Validation (K=5)

K-Fold is used to validate with a K value of 5. The K value of 5 is used because research [8, 9] uses K-Fold with a K value of 5. This means that 80% of the dataset becomes training data and 20% becomes test data. K-Fold (K=5) validation works with, for example, 100 data, then data 1 to 20 will be test data and data 21 to 100 become training data, then iterate over with data 21 until data 40 become test data. The rest becomes training data, then data 41 to 60 becomes test data and the rest is training data. This continues until data 81 to 100 become test data and the rest is training data.

D. Embedding Layer

Fig. 3 describes the work of BERT in layer embedding, especially Token Embeddings, Segment Embeddings, and Position Embeddings. The Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) used in this study has 12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads, and 110M
parameters. BERT works with Python ≥ 3.5 and TensorFlow ≥ 1.10. Generally, BERT works using the GPU for a faster work process.

Token embeddings work by splitting words in a sentence. In this study, BERT uses the light/bert-base-indonesian-522M model for Indonesian. For example, in the sentence “I like strawberries” then the embeddings token will appear as “[CLS]”, “I”, “like”, “Strawberry”, “SEP”]. Extra tokens are added at the beginning of the sentence, namely “[CLS]” and at the end of the sentence, namely “[SEP].” This is done as an input representation in classifying. Tokenization is based on the WordPiece tokenization method and the existing word dictionary. In this research, this dictionary is based on the hugging-face library dictionary.

Segment embeddings work to find out token ownership by a sentence. For example, in two sentences, namely (1) “I like dog” and (2) “I like cat”, then after going through the token embedding process, the results will appear as “[CLS] (0)”, “I (0)”, “like (0)”, “dog (0)”, “[SEP] (0)”, “[CLS] (1)”, “I (1)”, “like (1)”, “cat (1)”, “[SEP] (1)”. These results display two codes, namely code 0 and code 1. This shows that each token has an ownership code from which the token sentence originated. Because of these embedding segments, the token in BERT has information that the token comes from sentence (1) or sentence (2).

Position embeddings show the order of tokens in a sentence. For example, in the sentence of Bahasa Indonesia, “Saya suka anjing saya” which translated to English means I like my dog, the position embeddings will appear as “[CLS]”, “Saya (1)”, “suka (2)”, “anjing (3)”, “saya (4)”, “[SEP]”. These results show that the word “saya” at the beginning of the sentence is different from “saya” at the end of the sentence. This position of tokens show how BERT can understand the context of words in a sentence. The results of the token embeddings, segment embeddings, and position embeddings will be in the form of numbers. This result will become the feature used in calculating neural network.

E. Neural Network with Focal Loss

The neural network method is used in the classification process, namely the feedforward network. In a feedforward network, information moves in one direction. This feedforward network is an integral part of the BERT method. In this classification method, the focal loss is used to overcome the class imbalance problem. Focal Loss (FL) is an improved version of Cross-Entropy Loss (CE) that tries to handle the class imbalance problem by assigning more weights to hard or easily misclassified examples and to down-weight easy examples. Focal Loss reduces the loss contribution from easy examples and increases the importance of correcting misclassified examples.

Focal Loss is an extension of the cross-entropy loss function that would down-weight easy examples and focus training on hard negatives. Focal loss for is written as follows:

\[ FL(p_i) = -\alpha_i(1 - p_i)^\gamma \log(p_i) \]  

The focal loss itself is a development of the cross-entropy loss method. In this method, Adam Optimizer is also used. In addition, to get better accuracy results, the BERT is fine-tuned by applying backward propagation. The results are evaluated with the Confusion Matrix.

F. Fine Tuning Model

The fine-tuning Model is done to produce better accuracy results. The fine-tuning Model is done by changing the hyperparameters on the neural network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch size</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoch</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Adam Optimizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop Out</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>3e-4, 1e-4, 5e-5, 3e-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I shows hyperparameters carried out in this study. The fine-tuning hyperparameters are batch sizes with a value of 16, the learning rate on the Adam optimizer, namely 3e-4, 1e-4, 5e-5, 3e-5 where e-5 is worth 10-5, and dropout value is 0.1. The use of these hyperparameters is in accordance with research [18] as the primary reference for using the BERT method.

G. Evaluation

Confusion Matrix is commonly used to measure text classification results [1]. Table II shows the form of the Confusion Matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual: Yes</th>
<th>Predicted: Yes</th>
<th>Predicted: No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True Positive</td>
<td>False Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accuracy is used to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the classification algorithm. In this classification process, several types of tests are carried out. The test was carried out by comparing the proposed method with the methods of previous studies, namely research methods [8, 9].

At this testing stage, there is a comparative test of focal loss and cross-entropy loss and a comparison of the Bi-LSTM, BERT (standard), and BERT and Focal Loss methods proposed in this study. The methods being compared are the methods in previous studies. These tests will be used to answer the formulation of the problem in this study.

IV. Result

The research was conducted using Python 3.6.9. The GPU is used to help speed up the calculation process in classifying. The hyperparameters applied in this research are learning rate of 3e-5, dropout rate of 0.1, and batch size of 16. Using a learning rate of 3e-5 is the most
optimal learning rate compared to the learning rate of 3e-4, 1e-4, and 5e-5. The experiment was carried out using K-fold validation where K is worth 5. The value of K is five following the research used as a comparison [8, 9].

William and Sari are the original creator of the dataset [8]. In this experiment, the results of the method proposed in this study (BERT with focal loss) were compared with the research method used by William and Sari (Bi-LSTM and CNN). This study uses a public dataset created by William and Sari. The data used in this experiment is data with code All-Agree and Main. The Main totals are 15,000, with 6,290 clickbait and 8,710 labeled non-clickbait. Meanwhile, the All-Agree totals are 8,613, with 3,316 labeled clickbait and 5,297 labeled non-clickbait. Fig. 4 shows the label distribution of dataset Main and All-Agree as an imbalanced dataset.

![Figure 4. Label distribution of dataset main and all-agree.](image)

However, William and Sariddid not change the nature of the imbalance in the dataset, such as using undersampling or over-sampling methods, before classifying using CNN and Bi-LSTM [8]. On the other hand, William and Sari used symbol such as ‘?’, ‘!’, ‘.’, etc. as comparison. William and Sari only use accuracy as the value of measurement. Table III shows the results of the comparison of the proposed methods (BERT and focal loss with fine tuning) with research [8]. Table III shows the use of BERT and focal loss with fine tuning outperforms CNN and Bi-LSTM methods.

**TABLE III. COMPARISON RESULTS OF ACCURACY ON MAIN AND AG**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>CNN [8]</th>
<th>Bi-LSTM [8]</th>
<th>BERT and FL with Fine Tuning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main with symbols</td>
<td>76.3%</td>
<td>76.9%</td>
<td>81.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main without symbols</td>
<td>75.7%</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG with symbols</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG without symbols</td>
<td>87.8%</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table III, it can be concluded four things, namely:

- The proposed method has been successfully outperformed the original paper or creator of dataset.
- There is a decrease in accuracy when the dataset uses symbols and does not use symbols. This is in accordance with research [18] which states that BERT uses symbols to get the context of a sentence so that there is a decrease in accuracy when not using symbols.
- There is a decrease in accuracy in the Main dataset compared to when using the All-Agree dataset. This happens because the Main dataset has a large amount of data, namely 6,387 data, which has the characteristics of two clickbait and non-clickbait labels at once. Research [8] revealed that 6,387 data itself is difficult to distinguish by humans [12]. Clickbait news titles use hyperbole and stunning impressions to attract readers’ interest. The characteristics of clickbait news headlines are the symbols ‘!’, ‘?’ and the use of informal words in writing news headlines. However, the 6,387 data has these characteristics but is categorized as non-clickbait by two annotators (examiners) in research [8].
- Research [12] reveals the use of symbols ‘!’, ‘?’ and informal words as a unique feature of clickbait news headlines. This is true and appropriate for the All-Agree data code but not for the Main data code. This is because the Main data code is a mixture of the All-Agree and Doesn’t Agree data codes. Our research points out the use of the Main code dataset for classification of clickbait or non-clickbait news titles is not correct. This means the Main code dataset is bad data.

As mentioned before, Fakhruzzaman et al., noted the problem of bad data but failed to give satisfactory answer [9]. This research chooses to not use the Main code dataset in his experiment. Fakhruzzaman et al. uses the All-Agree data code in his research. Fakhruzzaman et al. also uses undersampling to overcome the problem of dataset imbalance. As a comparison, Fakhruzzaman et al. [9] uses cross-entropy loss, and this study uses focal loss.

In this experiment, the dataset used for the proposed method is not transformed using the method of undersampling. This is in accordance with the formulation of the problem where the undersampling can eliminate important information and produce monotonous data. Focal loss is used to overcome the problem of unbalanced data. Fig. 5 shows label Distribution of All-Agree (Normal) and All-Agree (Under-sampling).

![Figure 5. Label distribution of AG (normal) and (under-sampling).](image)
Table IV shows a slight increase in the results. The results of the fine-tuning BERT method with focal loss show that under-sampling is not required for classification. The results show that the proposed method outperforms the previous method of [9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BERT with Undersampling [9]</th>
<th>Proposed method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>91.5%</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>91.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed method has shown to outperforms any previous studies. However, the problem of vague class, data which hard to distinguish even by human, in the Main dataset code still exists. In this research, we propose the use of three classes. Based on the author’s knowledge, the use of three classes, namely clickbait, non-clickbait, and gray-clickbait, for classification is the first to be conducted. The total dataset used in this experiment is 15,000 data. In this experiment, the data was arranged into data with clickbait labels amounting to 3,316, data with non-clickbait labels amounting to 5,297, and data with gray-clickbait labels amounting to 6,387.

The data with the gray-clickbait label comes from the Doesn’t Agree data code. Fig. 5 shows an imbalanced data distribution between clickbait, non-clickbait, and gray-clickbait. However, our experiment shows that the use of focal loss can overcome the problem of imbalanced data. Based on research [12], clickbait generally has longer sentence than non-clickbait. However, in this study, it can be seen that gray-clickbait has a sentence length above non-clickbait and below clickbait. According to research [12], clickbait news titles use hyperbole and stunning impressions to attract readers’ interest. The characteristics of clickbait news headlines are the symbols ‘!’,” and the use of informal words in writing news headlines. However, the examples show that the gray-clickbait category also has these characteristics.

Fig. 7 shows that gray-clickbait has characteristics of clickbait and non-clickbait. Some examples of such data from [8] dataset are as follows:

- Sri Mulyani is sad to see the building made with the people’s money has been destroyed by riotous mobs.
- Members of DPRD Banten Pawn his SK, Commission II DPR: Closing Campaign Debt?
- Heartbreaking! 15 Family Killed in Saudi Arabia Attack in Yemen.

Table V shows the classification results using three labels: clickbait, non-clickbait, and gray-clickbait. There is a decrease in results compared to this experiment. Table V shows the classification results using the initial three classes of data before the removal using text similarity. Table VI shows the Confusion Matrix of classification in Table V. Based on Table VI, we can see 27% (286) of non-clickbait data are predicted as gray-clickbait and 24% (166) of clickbait data are predicted as gray-clickbait. Table VI shows the difficulty in classifying gray-clickbait.

Table VI. Confusion Matrix of Classification (Before Using Text-Similarity Method)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predicted: Non-Clickbait</th>
<th>Predicted: Clickbait</th>
<th>Predicted: Gray-Clickbait</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual: Non-Clickbait</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual: Clickbait</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual: Gray-Clickbait</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>677</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gray-clickbait was obtained from the [8] dataset, previously coded as Doesn’t Agree. The Doesn’t Agree code has two labels, clickbait, and non-clickbait, which were not fully approved by the three annotators (examiners). The majority of answers of the two annotators were used to determine the label. This means that data that is more directed towards non-clickbait needs to be removed.

In this research, the removal of these data is done using the text-similarity method. The text-similarity method is used in order to find topic efficiently. Text-similarity method is used to improve the accuracy of the classifiers, especially by combining Cosine Similarity with Classifier [20]. Using the BERT and Cosine-Similarity methods, the gray-clickbait data are compared with the clickbait data from the All-Agree code dataset. A threshold of 0.5 is used so that when a data has a similarity value above 0.5, it will be labelled as gray-clickbait. In contrast, if the data has a similarity value below 0.5, then the data is gray non-clickbait. Gray non-clickbait data has a similar value to non-clickbait data, where the purpose of this study is to detect gray-clickbait so the data will not be used because the data is non-clickbait data. The formula of Cosine Similarity is written as follow:

\[
\cos(\theta) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i B_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} B_i^2}}
\]  

(2)

Fig. 8 shows the distribution of dataset labels after the text-similarity method is used to test the similarity value of the gray-clickbait data. In Fig. 8, there is a decrease in the number of gray-clickbait data from 6,387 to 2,861. Thus, the total dataset used is 11,474 with 3,316 labeled clickbait, 5,297 labeled non-clickbait, and 2,861 labeled gray-clickbait. The classification results of 11,474 data using BERT with focal loss are shown in Table VII. Table VIII shows the Confusion Matrix of classification in Table VII.

![Figure 8. Label distribution after text-similarity.](image)

Table VII shows a sample of the classification results from three labels (after using text-similarity method).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Clickbait</td>
<td>80.6%</td>
<td>86.8%</td>
<td>83.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clickbait</td>
<td>75.4%</td>
<td>80.8%</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray-Clickbait</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
<td>39.8%</td>
<td>44.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accuracy:** 73.3%

There was an increase in the accuracy of 73.3% from the original 65.08% (Table V). Comparison with Table VI shows an increase in precision, recall, and F1 scores except for the gray-clickbait label. In the precision section, it can be seen that the precision of non-clickbait labels is greater than the precision of clickbait labels. In Table VII, the precision of clickbait labels is greater than the precision of non-clickbait labels. This is influenced by the gray-clickbait label, which currently has similar value to the clickbait label. This similarity affects the precision of the gray-clickbait label, which showed a precision value of 52.0%. Based on Table VIII, we can see 12% (132) of non-clickbait data are predicted as gray-clickbait and 21% (146) of clickbait data are predicted as gray-clickbait. We can see the reduction of non-clickbait data that are predicted as gray-clickbait, from 27% into 12%. However, the precision, recall, and F1 score of gray-clickbait is reduced as the result of that. This is because data that is more directed towards non-clickbait is removed. We can see the precision, recall, and F1 score of clickbait and non-clickbait are increased and not reduced. Table VIII shows the difficulty in classifying gray-clickbait due to the more similarity of gray-clickbait data with clickbait.

**Table VIII. Confusion Matrix of Classification (After Using Text-Similarity Method)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predicted: Non-Clickbait</th>
<th>Predicted: Clickbait</th>
<th>Predicted: Gray-Clickbait</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual: Non-Clickbait</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual: Clickbait</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual: Gray-Clickbait</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Conclusion

Our experiments have answered the problem formulation in this study. Based on the research that has been done, it can be concluded several things. First, the proposed method is better than the Bi-LSTM and CNN in classifying clickbait and non-clickbait. The BERT method uses symbols to get the context of a sentence so that there is a decrease in accuracy when not using symbols. This shows the need to use symbols when filtering the pre-processing text.

The use of the Click-ID dataset created by William and Sari with the All-Agree code shows a much better classification result than the Click-ID dataset with the Main code [8]. This is because the dataset with the Main code is a mixture of the dataset with the All-Agree code and the dataset with the Doesn’t Agree code, where the data in the Doesn’t Agree code has clickbait and non-clickbait characteristics so that the use of the Main dataset for the classification of clickbait news titles is not correct.

The result of the proposed method also shows that the use of under sampling method is not required in conducting the classification. The use of focal loss is
enough to cope with problem of data imbalance. Based on research of Hadi et al., clickbait generally has longer sentence than non-clickbait [12]. However, in this study, it can be seen that gray-clickbait has a sentence length above non-clickbait and below clickbait. In addition, clickbait news titles have a hyperbole and stunning impression to attract readers’ interest. The characteristics of clickbait news headlines are the symbols ‘!’ ‘?’ and the use of informal words in writing news headlines. However, research shows that the gray-clickbait category also has these characteristics. The use of three classes, namely clickbait, non-clickbait, and gray-clickbait, is important because there is data with clickbait and non-clickbait properties, which will affect the classification. Classification with three labels, namely clickbait, non-clickbait, and gray-clickbait, showed a decrease in results compared to classification with two labels, clickbait and non-clickbait.

As shown in Table VII, there is difficulty in classifying gray-clickbait due to the similarity of gray-clickbait data with clickbait. This points out the use of title alone is not enough in the future of clickbait classification. Table VII shows the results of the gray-clickbait precision of 52%, which shows the difficulty in classifying the data as gray-clickbait. Based on the author’s knowledge, this research using the gray-clickbait label in the clickbait and non-clickbait classifications is the first to be conducted. In real-world use case, gray-clickbait can become optional choice for internet users to be shown or not to be shown. Clickbait detection and gray-clickbait detection are very different in real-world use case. Since, gray-clickbait still has useful information for its reader but clickbait doesn’t have any useful information.
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